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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N RECENT years, research on power semiconductor device models for circuit simulation has intensified. Several research groups throughout the world have tried to advance the state of the art with respect to the status summarized in previous review articles [1] , [2] . A number of new concepts for trimming the basic physical equations to the requirements of a power semiconductor device model for circuit simulation have been proposed [42] , [43] , [53] , [69] , [75] , [101] , [117] , [119] , [122] , [129] , [134] , [140] . The special challenge in developing such models for circuit simulation results from the need to simultaneously fulfill contradicting requirements like high quantitative accuracy, low demand of computation power, and physical and easy accessible model parameters. At least a favorable tradeoff between these contradicting requirements is necessary.
Responsible for the above development are the general economical boundary conditions, which also demand an improved efficiency and reliability in the design and realization of power electronic circuits. Such an improvement can only be achieved through an upgrading of the computer-aided design Manuscript received October 17, 1996 ; revised August 12, 1997. Recommended by Associate Editor, W. Portnoy.
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(CAD) methodology and their application from the beginning of the development phase of a power electronic circuit. A key element for achieving such an upgrade in CAD methodology is the availability of high-quality power device models for circuit simulation. Traditionally, the design tools for power circuits have employed very simple power semiconductor models, which only featured a digital switching (abrupt or linear) behavior as well as a fixed resistance in the conducting state. This standard is far below the state of the art in the design of integrated circuits and was acceptable in the past because power circuits used to be operated at small switching frequencies. Therefore, the detailed switching characteristics of the active power semiconductor devices were of second-order importance, and the tradeoffs in the power circuit design were dominated to a large extent by capacitances and inductances. The situation has changed as applications tend to move to power circuits operated at higher switching frequencies. From this trend, the opportunities of reduced power losses and reduced sizes for the complete power system result. Moreover, international competition is forcing companies to speed up introduction of new products in the different applications fields of power electronic circuits without sacrificing product quality and reliability. The best way to take advantage of those opportunities to increase product innovation, reduce prototyping, and cope with economical pressure is, of course, to employ a CAD methodology, which accurately predicts the functionality and reliability of a specific power circuit design. This again means that high-quality power semiconductor device models for circuit simulation are required.
The trends and requirements for an upgrade of the CAD methodology for power circuit design as well as the necessity of improved power semiconductor device models for circuit simulation have not only been recognized on the academic side, but by the software industry too. A few specialized software vendors (like Analogy, Anacad, Mentor, Meta-Software, MicroSim, and Intusoft) have already reacted to these market opportunities and are offering enhanced support for the design of power electronic circuits. This includes also improved power device models incorporating many of the recent advances of the ongoing research. In fact, the software vendors are participating to some extent in these research activities on power device models for circuit simulation and pushing them ahead. In this paper, we will not discuss in detail the different models, which each of the vendors is offering, but restrict ourselves to the basic problems of modeling power semiconductor devices for circuit simulation and the status of 0885-8993/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE TABLE I  RELEVANCE OF BASIC PHYSICAL PHENOMENA FOR DIFFERENT POWER DEVICES (++ VERY  IMPORTANT, + IMPORTANT, 0 TO BE INCLUDED, -LESS IMPORTANT, --Not APPLICABLE) the research efforts for overcoming these problems. However, the reader can be sure that software companies are eager to incorporate these research advances into their products and that he will be able to get CAD support for his practical design problems, which reflects the current state of the art.
In the following sections, we will first (Section II) give an overview of the basic problems, which have to be overcome in the development phase of a useful circuit simulation model for a power semiconductor device. We will then (Section III) concentrate on the various attempts and ideas applied in the past to solve these basic problems and group them into categories of similar modeling concepts. Emphasis is put on the new concepts, introduced in recent years, which helped to advance the state of the art significantly. The subject of the subsequent section (Section IV) is the issue of parameter definition and determination, which emerges as one of the crucial remaining challenges for achieving a wide acceptance and application of the intended upgrade in the CAD methodology for the design of power electronic circuits. On the basis of the material presented and discussed, we then try (Section V) to give a comparison and relative evaluation of the known modeling concepts and finally (Section VI) discuss especially the possible trends of further future development and improvement of the present state of the art. It is of course unavoidable that these last two sections will reflect to some extent personal views and opinions of the authors.
II. BASIC PHYSICAL PHENOMENA AND MODELING PROBLEMS
For the development of power semiconductor device models, several effects have to be considered with high priority since they dominate the static and dynamic device characteristics. These effects are not described correctly by standard device models (or they are not included at all) because their influence on low-power devices is less important or neglectable. An accurate description, however, is essential for power devices. Table I gives an overview of the main effects and their importance for the different power devices.
Modeling of these effects is based on one-dimensional (1-D) calculations in most cases. The majority of power semiconductor devices, however, have a structure with distinct two-dimensional (2-D) or three-dimensional (3-D) features, and, therefore, the 1-D idealization can be insufficient to describe the effects accurately. But more dimensional calculations increase the difficulty and complexity of finding solutions by such a drastic amount that they are applied only exceptionally.
A. Resistivity Modulation
To sustain high blocking voltages, power semiconductor devices have a thick lightly doped semiconductor layer. The resistance of this region determines the voltage drop and power loss when the device is in its conduction mode. This resistance is variable and its dependence on voltage or current can be highly nonlinear. In unipolar devices (MOSFET), the variations are caused by variations of the effective currentconducting area and by the mobility degradation with an increasing electric field. In bipolar devices [diode, bipolar junction transistor (BJT), thyristor, gate turn-off thyristor (GTO), insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), and MOS-controlled thyristor (MCT)], the low-doped layer is swamped by electrons and holes when the device is in its on state. The density of the injected charge carriers can be much higher than the level of the doping concentration, and the resistivity of the region is significantly reduced.
The resistance of a region with the boundaries and and the area is given by (1) where and are the densities of electrons and holes, respectively, and and are the mobilities of the charge carriers. In most cases, the charge carriers are not distributed homogeneously, and their density depends on position, and in some cases, the mobilities also cannot be regarded as constants. During transient operation, the variation of the resistivity does not follow the changing current instantaneously-this effect can influence the switching behavior (e.g., forward recovery of power diodes), and in order to take it into account, a dynamic description of the charge distribution is necessary. Even if a solution of the time-dependent charge densities is found, the calculation of the resistance remains difficult since the integration in (1) is not possible without simplifications.
B. Charge Storage
The charge carriers, which are stored in the lightly doped region of bipolar devices during the conduction mode, must be extracted before the device can reach its blocking state. This effect causes switching delays and switching energy losses. Standard device models for circuit simulation use a quasi-static description of the charge carriers. It means that the charge distribution is always a function of the instantaneous voltages at the device terminals. This method is completely insufficient for power devices. A real dynamic description derived from the basic physical equations is required instead.
The charge stored in a low-doped region of a power device varies, under transient operation, with both time and position. This variation is determined by the ambipolar diffusion equation (2) where is the density of the charge carriers, is the charge carrier lifetime, and is the diffusion coefficient. This equation is valid in the case of high-level injection when hole and electron densities are approximately equal.
The slope of the charge carrier distribution is related to the currents-this relation is described by the transport equation (3) where is the electron current and is the total current, the sum of electron and hole current. The integral of (2) together with the condition of (3) yields the charge control equation (4) where and are the boundaries of the considered region and is the charge in this region. One current component at each border is determined by the neighboring region. The total current is then obtained with (3), but this requires a solution of (2) . Unfortunately, an exact analytical solution is not possible in the general case.
C. MOS Capacitances
Devices with isolated gate (MOSFET, IGBT, and MCT) have large capacitances which vary strongly with voltage in the different regions of operation. The capacitance of greatest importance is that between anode and gate. These are normally the output and input terminals of the device, and the resulting feedback has a dominating influence on the switching behavior. The capacitor is formed by the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure resulting from the isolation of the gate from the semiconductor region. The value of the gate-anode capacitance can be calculated from the gate charge (5) where is the capacitance of the plate capacitor which is determined by oxide thickness and area of the structure. The voltage across the oxide is a highly nonlinear function of the gate-anode voltage since at the surface of the semiconductor, below the gate, different states of the charge are possible. These states are called accumulation, depletion and inversion. Depending on the state, the derivative in (5) can vary between one and zero. Solutions of (5) are usually obtained with approximations treating the states separately, but this can lead to problems of abrupt changes in the capacitance or its derivative at transitions between different regimes of operation. Furthermore, dynamic transition states are possible.
D. Electrothermal Interaction
Due to high energy losses, power devices can heat up significantly during operation. The device characteristics depend strongly on the device temperature, therefore, the changing temperature influences the device behavior. To consider this interaction between thermal and electrical characteristics, electrothermal device models are required.
The device temperature is calculated with the equation of heat transport (6) where is the thermal capacitance per volume, is the thermal conductivity of the material, and is the generated thermal energy per volume. Thermal models usually use an average device temperature, which is then applied to the temperature-dependent parameters of the model equations. The temperature, however, is distributed inside the device and high temperature peaks can be localized in small regions.
E. Breakdown
Breakdown in power semiconductor devices occurs not only in the case of failure; in many applications breakdown happens during regular operation of the device (e.g., at turn off of GTO's). The most common breakdown mechanism is the avalanche effect due to impact ionization, but Zener breakdown and punchthrough are also possible.
The current increase due to the generation of charge carriers by impact ionization can be expressed by a multiplication factor (7) where and are ionization coefficients which depend on the electric field The integral in (7) cannot be solved analytically since the electrical field is not constant. Furthermore, there is a feedback of the generated charge carriers on the electric field and during transient operation, the onset of the avalanche breakdown can be shifted significantly by the current flowing through the highfield region (dynamic avalanche). Usually, however, a constant breakdown voltage is used to model breakdown.
III. MODELING CONCEPTS
To obtain models for the purpose of circuit simulations, relatively compact descriptions of the relevant effects must be found because of practical restrictions in computing power. These descriptions must furthermore be implemented in the programs for circuit simulation.
The implementation occurs mainly in two ways: by socalled subcircuits or by mathematical functions. Mixed forms are also possible.
Subcircuit models are constructed by using conventional models which are available in the circuit simulation program and by combining them with passive components, switches, and controlled voltage and current sources. This method can lead to very complex and time-consuming models, and it is therefore mainly used if the simulation program does not provide the possibility to implement mathematical functions.
The much more efficient way is the insertion of model equations into the simulation program. However, this requires the respective capabilities to be available.
In most cases, it is not possible to obtain exact analytical solutions of the physical semiconductor equations, which are used as the basis [e.g., (1)- (7)]. Therefore, other methods must be used for the derivation of model equations. A large variety of approaches can be distinguished. Table II shows the most important methods and their applications to the different effects.
To explain the underlying ideas of the different approaches the example of charge storage is used. Modeling this effect can be regarded as the most challenging task in the construction of power semiconductor device models for circuit simulation.
A. Functional Model
The approach of a functional model treats the device as a "black box" and describes the externally observed behavior without a detailed consideration of the physical effects occurring inside the device [3] - [40] .
1) Standard Low-Power Device Model:
The standard lowpower device models, which are available in circuit simulators, are adapted to power semiconductor devices by optimizing their parameters. Thereby, the parameters and model equations can lose their physical meaning, and a pure functional description may result. These models, however, are hardly able to simulate any high-voltage phenomena.
2) Lookup Table: In lookup tables, the data resulting directly from measurements or from calculations are stored and retrieved for simulation [18] . This method is well suited for DC characteristics, but it is much more difficult to use it for dynamic effects of the device in the environment of different circuits. The transient behavior of power semiconductor devices can depend on a large number of conditions which result from the state of the device before switching and the interactions of the device with other circuit elements during switching. Therefore, the effort becomes very large to consider all the situations caused by the varying conditions in many different circuit topologies.
3) Empirical Expressions: The equations of functional models are not obtained by rigorous derivations from the device physics. In many cases, they are selected arbitrary mathematical expressions which describe the externally observed behavior in a simplified way. But considerations of physical effects within the device can also be taken into account. If it is possible, the currents and voltages of the device terminals are approximated directly by straightforward functions. For a description of dynamic effects, however, it is often necessary to include additional variables into the equation set. These variables can be (but are not restricted to) internal variables of the device, e.g., the device charge. The relations between them and the external current and voltage waveforms are described by mathematical functions which are mainly obtained by intuitive assumptions. (These assumptions can be inspired by device physics, and, in some cases, they can be confirmed by theoretical derivations.) For example, the relation (8) is used to approximate the reverse recovery of power diodes.
is a time constant which determines how fast the turnoff reverse current of the diode decreases. A solution for the current is obtained with this relation and the simplified charge control equation (the difference of the electron currents is replaced by the total current). This solution, however, is valid only for the phase of turn off when the current decreases from its reverse peak to zero. Other switching phases must be described by other functions, and the solutions of the different phases must be adjusted to guarantee continuity.
B. Approximate Solution
The model equations of this approach are based on the device physics, but since exact solutions are not possible or restricted to a few special cases, appropriate mathematical representations are found to approximate the solution [41] - [115] .
These approaches are purely empirical in many cases, but it is also possible to show that some functions come close to an exact solution under certain constraints of the boundary conditions.
1) Assumed Solution:
The approximations applied to the time-dependent charge carrier distribution can be simple geometrical curves (e.g., straight lines and sine functions), which imitate the shape of the distribution [115] . The knowledge of how the shape must look like is obtained from theoretical considerations or numerical calculations (device simulators).
Some authors use different mathematical techniques to optimize the chosen functions and to obtain a close approximation to the diffusion equation and its boundary conditions. The solutions try in most cases to separate variables by a product assumption and therefore usually have the following form: (9) where is the equilibrium (quasi-static) distribution, which is the solution of the diffusion equation with . A variety of functions is used for the terms : polynomial, trigonometric, exponential, hyperbolic, etc. The are trial functions, and the time-dependent coefficients are determined so that a good approximation is achieved. Systematic methodologies like variational methods or the method of weighted residuals can be applied [42] , [69] . They lead to a set of ordinary differential equations for the determination of . (These procedures are also used for the numerical method of finite elements.) Usually, only a few terms are included in the sum of (9) in order to limit the computation effort.
Some functions (e.g., a Fourier series with exponential time dependence of the coefficients) are particular exact solutions of the diffusion equation if specific boundary conditions (e.g., constant carrier densities at the borders) and initial conditions are fulfilled. In spite of the restrictions, they are sometimes used for the construction of a general solution.
2) Substitution in Equation:
Another approach to an approximate solution is the substitution of approximating functions for the time derivative in the diffusion equation. An example [101] is (10) In most cases, a sum of product terms is also used to separate variables (11) The substitutions transform the partial differential equation into an ordinary differential equation which can easily be solved if suitable functions are chosen. The solution of (11) has the form of (9) . In the simplest case, only one term , which has in addition a linear dependence, is used [53] . Higher accuracy is obtained with more terms and different or variable dependences on [75] .
3) Neglecting of Terms:
If the charge carrier lifetime is high, the influence of recombination on the device characteristics becomes unimportant and the term of the diffusion equation can be neglected. This equation then has the form of the heat conduction equation, and the respective solution methods can be applied [91] . However, only few devices are suited for it.
C. Transformation
There exist several mathematical techniques to solve differential equations analytically, for example, the differential equation can be transformed into an integral equation. Two methods have been used for the diffusion equation concerning power device models: Laplace transformation [116] - [122] and the application of Green's functions [123] . In principle, these methods can lead to exact solutions, however, there are constraints for the boundary conditions and the solutions consist of infinite series. Since the series must be truncated to obtain results, which are practicable and do not require too much computational effort, the solutions are approximated.
1) Laplace Transformation:
The Laplace transform technique converts the diffusion equation into " space" (12) where . The solution which is converted back to the time domain consists of a Fourier series. Since a truncation after a few terms is necessary to obtain a reasonable compact model, the series should converge rapidly. But convergence and therefore the accuracy with a small number of terms depend on the boundary conditions. This method is rigorous only if the boundaries of the considered region are fixed. This is a case which occurs only under special conditions or during a short period of the transients. In the general case, the boundaries are moving, and their movement has an important influence on the device characteristics.
The solution has the form of the approximation (9) and can therefore also be regarded as a theoretical validation of that approach.
2) Green's Function: With the help of Green's functions, a dynamic model for -junction diodes has been derived. This method, however, has limitations similar to those of the Laplace transformation.
D. Lumped Model
In the lumped-charge approach [124] - [133] , the chargestoring region is subdivided into several sections, and the charge of each section is assigned to a charge storage node. The charge difference between two neighboring nodes determines the current. In (3), the derivative of the charge carrier densities is replaced by the difference of charges (13) This leads to relative simple equations with little computation effort. The equations are valid for all stages of operation and are not limited to special cases. But only medium accuracy is achieved with a small number of nodes.
E. Numerical Solution
The most accurate solution is obtained by numerical methods, which are based on the discretization of the considered region into a finite number of mesh points. Two methods can be distinguished. However, so far mainly the first one has been applied.
1) Finite Differences:
If the method of finite differences [134] - [141] is used, the derivatives in the diffusion and transport equations are expressed by differences which have the form (14) (15) The index indicates the mesh-point number. Time is also discretized and an algebraic equation system results. The lumped-charge approach looks similar to the method of finite differences. It can be regarded as a simplification to the greatest possible extent with a minimal number of nodes. But in a lumped model, the average charge densities of the sections instead of the densities at the nodes are inserted into the equations.
2) Finite Elements: Another possible numerical approach is the method of finite elements [142] , [143] . It uses mathematical functions as approximate solutions for each of the discretized regions.
IV. PARAMETERS
The accuracy of a model depends on the quality of its parameters. This topic has not been treated with sufficient attention in the case of power semiconductor models for circuit simulation so far. Only in a part of the modeling papers the required parameters are declared and methods of their determination are described [4] , [9] , [11] - [13] , [20] , [21] , [23] , [28] , [32] , [37] , [38] , [49] , [50] , [81] , [83] , [92] , [126] , [132] , [133] . For single examples, excellent agreement with measurements can be obtained by adjusting the model parameters to the individual case. But for a general validity of the model and its parameters in the whole operation range, a systematic procedure of parameter extraction is necessary. Models are valuable for power circuit designers only if reliable parameter sets are provided for them.
The simpler models usually have a small set of parameters which are mainly obtained by fitting them to the observed device characteristics. The more advanced models require a larger parameter set, and since they are based on physics, their parameters mainly depend on the physics, structure, and technology of the devices.
A. Parameter Classification 1) Technological Parameters:
These parameters concern the device structure and properties of the material-they are widths and areas of the different regions and the dopings of the semiconductor regions. Average doping concentrations are mainly used. In some cases, however, the knowledge about the doping profile is important.
2) Physical Parameters: These are associated with the basic physical phenomena like generation, recombination and transport of charge carriers. They are, e.g., intrinsic carrier concentration, carrier mobilities, and lifetimes. Some of them are not parameters in the narrow sense, but rather physical constants or quantities, which are determined by the semiconductor physics.
3) Electrical Parameters: These determine the electrical characteristics of the device. In many cases, they can be composed of several physical and technological parameters. Typical examples are: saturation current, breakdown voltage, threshold voltage, transconductance, current gain, capacitances (at certain voltages, e.g., 0 V), and resistances.
4) Thermal Parameters: These are used to describe the temperature effects. A part of them are the temperature coefficients of the temperature-dependent parameters. The selfheating of the device is usually modeled with the help of thermal resistances and capacitances, which are used to form a thermal network incorporating also the properties of packages as well as the heat sink.
5) Fitting Parameters: Some parameters are not deducible from the device physics. They are introduced to improve the fit of the model to the measurements. The parameters of functional models are mainly fitting parameters. But even models which are strictly based on physics can contain a few parameters of this kind. They are used to compensate inaccuracies resulting from simplifications and to optimize the results. Parameters also can lose their physical meaning and become pure fitting parameters if nonphysical values are used.
Examples of fitting parameters are ideality factors, time constants, etc.
B. Parameter Extraction
The model parameters can be obtained from several sources and by empirical as well as systematic procedures. However, the main approach is to extract them from measured device characteristics. We will discuss here this latter approach in more detail because we believe that this is the one which should be followed and toward which the efforts for necessary improvements should be directed. There are two systematic methods for parameter extraction from measured device characteristics which can be distinguished.
1) Parameter Optimization:
Mathematical optimization algorithms are used to find the best fit of the model to the measured data. They are applied to a set of parameters. However, this method works well only if the parameter set is small, and it may therefore be helpful to partition the parameters into groups. The algorithms may not converge to physical values, and it may be necessary to start with suitable initial values and to bound the parameter values to their physical range.
The advantage of this method is that it can be applied to the complete device model with any set of equations.
2) Parameter Isolation: Device characteristics are selected which depend upon one or a few parameters only. From a chosen characteristic, a parameter is extracted with the help of model equations describing the respective feature. This happens in a sequential procedure-extracted parameter values are usable for further steps. But the isolation of a parameter is not always possible since several parameters can interact or the characteristics are influenced in an indirect, complicated way. A strong simplification of the model equations is often necessary to solve for the unknown parameter.
3) Discussion of Practical Parameter Extraction Strategies: Due to the mentioned problems, a combination of both extraction methods may be the advisable procedure to obtain the optimum parameter values.
The best source of the technological parameters is the device manufacturer who has all the required knowledge about them. They could also be determined by measurements, but high accuracy is obtained only with nonelectric destructive methods which require large effort.
Most of the physical parameters can be calculated or taken from graphs in textbooks. An extraction from measurements is not required. The important exception is the charge carrier lifetime which must be determined by measurements. The lifetime depends on the manufacturing process-it can vary in a wide range, and, in many cases, it has an important influence on the device characteristics. However, it is sometimes difficult to isolate it. The carrier mobilities are often treated as free parameters to obtain a better fit of the model to the measurement. But this means that they can lose their property of physical parameters.
The electrical parameters could be theoretically calculated from technological and physical parameters. However, the relations can be rather complicated and the required detailed informations are often not available. Therefore, these parameters are usually extracted from electrical measurements which often result in an increased accuracy.
Many temperature coefficients can be taken from textbooks. However, in some cases a better fit is obtained by adjustment to measurements. The thermal resistances and capacitances could be calculated from material properties of device, package, and heat sink, but due to the many simplifications made for thermal models, it is usually better to extract these parameters from measurements of the dynamic thermal characteristics.
The fitting parameters are obtained by parameter optimization methods.
The use of physics-based parameters has several advantages. The models can provide the information how the device characteristics depend on the technology, and it is possible to predict the device behavior. The influence of parameter variations due to statistical process variations can be investigated, and a "worst case" analysis can be performed.
On the other hand, it may be difficult to obtain the parameter values. The information of data sheets is not sufficient and additional dynamic measurements are necessary which, in many cases, require large effort and experience. The extraction of geometrical data and doping concentrations from electrical measurements is rather vague. The parameter spread should also be determined. This means that a large number of devices have to be investigated. Due to these problems, the conclusion is drawn that the main source of parameter information should be the device manufacturer who could most effectively provide such data.
V. EVALUATION OF THE DIFFERENT POWER SEMICONDUCTOR MODELING CONCEPTS FOR CIRCUIT SIMULATION
Although we try to perform this evaluation of the different concepts as far as possible on an objective basis, an inclusion of some subjective views and judgements of the authors is of course unavoidable. Therefore, the opinion of the authors is reflected to some extent in the presented material and the conclusions.
A. Criteria for Comparison and Evaluation
Within each of the different modeling concepts there are, of course, certain degrees of freedom with respect to a tradeoff between different contradicting model requirements. For example, it would be possible within all modeling concepts to place the main emphasis on the accuracy of the solution obtained for the switching waveform. To achieve improvements with respect to this quality feature of the circuit simulation model, a tradeoff has to be performed with respect to other quality features of the same circuit simulation model, as, e.g., the required calculation time or simplicity of parameter determination. Nevertheless, principle boundaries for freedom with respect to such tradeoffs are narrower for some of the modeling concepts and wider for others. This results from a different interdependence between the various criteria when different modeling concepts are used. For an overall comparison of the different modeling concepts, these possibilities for tradeoff have to be taken into account, and it has to be evaluated what can be achieved with each modeling concept on an equivalent basis.
In our evaluation of the different modeling concepts, we try to apply the following five criteria: 1) accuracy of predicted solutions, with respect to the functionality of power circuits; 2) required computation power, to achieve comparable results; 3) feasibility and simplicity of parameter determination; 4) limitations in the possibilities for a broad application; and 5) anticipated potential for future development and refinement of the concept. These criteria are, of course, interdependent in a complex way and also have some overlap in meaning. In applying them, some subjectiveness is inevitable, to reach to a final judgement and conclusion. From the evaluation procedure in this sense, the main application target of each of the modeling concepts will also emerge in a natural way.
B. Methods for Implementation into a Circuit Simulator
There are a variety of commercial circuit simulation programs (SPICE, SABER, and ELDO) available on the market. In addition, a number of proprietary circuit simulation programs of large industrial companies (PSTAR, TITAN, and ASTAP) exist as well. All of these simulation programs differ in particular in the possibilities and methods they provide for the implementation of new device models. The spectrum extends here from a fixed set of functional elements (e.g., passive components like resistors, capacitors, inductances-active components like conventional diodes, MOSFET's, bipolar transistors, or general elements like controlled voltage and current sources), which must be used to construct the new device models on one hand up to the possibility for implementation of mathematical relationships like differential equations and implicit functions or even complete subroutine programs on the other hand. Therefore, implementation methods into a circuit simulator depend on what that special simulator has to offer. This can mean in particular that a certain modeling concept cannot be put into reality with a given circuit simulation program. We distinguish two main methods-the subcircuit and mathematical implementation methods, which have been used in the past to implement power semiconductor device models into circuit simulation programs. The mathematical method is generally applicable to all modeling concepts and the subcircuit method with its inherent demerits in flexibility to most of them.
1) The Subcircuit Implementation Method: Originally, circuit simulation programs (like SPICE and its derivatives) have not been written to serve the needs of designing power electronic circuits, but to serve the needs of designing lowpower and low-voltage electronic circuits monolithically integrated on silicon chips as well as manufactured on printed circuit boards. These circuit simulation programs have become widely used among electrical engineers and have been accepted as standard low-cost working tools. In addition, service and maintenance are provided by a number of commercial vendors. However, nearly all of the widespread low-cost circuit simulation programs restrict themselves to a fixed set of functional elements (as outlined above, e.g., passive components, active components, and, in addition, controlled voltage and current sources) and do not allow user-defined functional elements except for a combination of these fixed functional elements into subcircuits. The subcircuit implementation method tries to accept these restrictions of widespread circuit simulation programs for the implementation of a new power semiconductor device model.
Unfortunately, the subcircuit implementation of accurate solutions for modeling power semiconductor devices soon becomes very complex. The reason for this fact is that the complex physical processes in the semiconductor device have to be imitated by a combination of in principle inappropriate elements. An unfavorable balance between accuracy and required computation power results and is unavoidable in principle. Therefore, applicability and also future development of the subcircuit implementation are expected to be rather limited. On the other hand, one great advantage is connected with the restrictions of this implementation method and makes it attractive despite of all its demerits. The resulting models can be implemented in nearly every available circuit simulator and therefore have the best chances to become widely used if they can be tailored to do the required job.
2) The Mathematical Implementation Method: If the circuit simulation program offers the individual definition of device models by describing them in mathematical form in a special description language or by writing a program in a general-purpose programming language, the mathematical implementation method can be used. This method is, of course, most effective with respect to modeling the unique physical phenomena present in power semiconductor devices because the mathematical relationships can be implemented directly in the form of the chosen approximation or solution. The demerit of the mathematical implementation method comes from the fact that the usability of the resulting power semiconductor device model is automatically restricted to normally just one circuit simulation program, which is often quite expensive.
The most straightforward mathematical model implementation would result for a lookup table model, again from the group of functional modeling concepts.
C. Detailed Discussion of Merits and Demerits of the Different Modeling Concepts
In the following, we will apply the criteria outlined above to an analysis and discussion of the modeling concepts identified in Section III. For most of the different modeling concepts, the implementation forms of subcircuits as well as mathematical models are possible in principle. Only lookup tables (subgroup of functional models) and numerical concepts clearly require a mathematical implementation. An overview of our evaluation is given in Table III and has the form of a ranking of the different modeling concepts with respect to our criteria.
1) Functional Models:
This class of models is especially suited for specific applications, where the tasks consist of dimensioning and characterizing power circuits, which, e.g., all have a similar basic topology. In such a case, it is not necessary to have a large portion of the power semiconductor device physics implemented into the model. It is most likely sufficient to imitate the behavior of the power semiconductor device within the special circuit topology by adjusting the parameters of selected mathematical expressions by storing the behavior in lookup tables or even by using parameter fitted low-power device models. In this way, the speed advantages of functional models can be exploited without sacrificing to much in exactness of the circuit simulation result. However, functional models come to their limits if it is intended to use them for a new circuit topology, while still keeping the parameters determined for the old circuit topology. In such a case, the differences between the real device behavior and the simulation results are expected to show up especially in the dynamic properties of the switching process. Therefore, usually new model parameters have to be determined for each new circuit topology.
Other application fields of functional models are the cases where previously simple switching models (linear or abrupt change of state) with a fixed resistance in the conducting state have been sufficient. These are the applications with low switching frequencies or with a large number of single power semiconductor device elements. Here, either the exact reproduction of the switching characteristics is of lower order importance and/or the high calculation speed, which functional models are able to offer, is a must.
In an overall judgement, the future potential of functional models of power semiconductor devices for circuit simulation is regarded as rather limited. Because of their deficits in accuracy, they will be replaced by models based on other modeling concepts as soon as these models fulfill the requirements on calculation speed and practical usability. Therefore, we expect functional models to serve in future mainly the niches of some specialized applications and of very large circuits, where other modeling concepts cannot provide practical calculation times for a complete circuit simulation.
We expect, however, that functional models have their main application area on the level of complete system simulations and not on the level of circuit simulation. Here, the merits of functional models come to their full strength, whereas their deficits are of lower order importance.
2) Approximate Solution: Within the framework of this modeling concept, substantial improvements in the state of the art of power semiconductor device models for circuit simulation have been achieved in recent years. The basic power device phenomena with respect to resistivity modulation, charge storage, MOS capacitances, breakdown, and even electrothermal interaction could be implemented in a physical way and at a reasonable cost of computation power. In the meantime, models for all main types of power semiconductor devices (power diode, power bipolar transistor, power MOSFET, IGBT, thyristor, GTO, and MCT) exist and are in practical use.
Naturally, a very wide span of approximations and simplifications, as outlined in Section III, is possible in principle. These approximations may be chosen very near to analytical solutions on one hand or very far from analytical solutions on the other hand. In our view, only those approximations, which come very near the exact solutions of the underlying physical relationships are promising for the future development of power semiconductor device models for circuit simulation. Otherwise, a functional model would be the right choice and strategy from the beginning. Most of the recent contributions, which employ an approximate solution according to our classification, indeed use approximations coming very near to an exact solution of the physical equations.
Due to the physical nature of the resulting power device models, their application to nearly all problems in power circuit design seems to be possible. The main exception to this general statement are predominantly analog applications, where specific further refinements of the existing approximations would be necessary. The required model parameters are mainly of geometrical and physical nature. The parameter determination for a given power device needs some effort, but is judged to be of manageable difficulty in practical cases. Because of the outlined advantages and the proven applicability in practical cases, approximate solutions are a quite promising direction for future research and practical employment of power device models for circuit simulation. A successful implementation into a circuit simulation program seems to be only meaningful if the mathematical implementation method can be used. The application field, for which this modeling concept of power semiconductor devices is in our opinion most appropriate, is the design of power electronic circuits with a medium number of components.
3) Transformation: Many of the statements, which are true for the modeling concept of approximate solutions, are in our judgment also true for this modeling concept, which after the transformation procedure normally also results in a final approximation. However, the exact solution (at least for a chosen boundary condition) is kept during the whole transformation procedure. The main purpose of the transformation is to enlarge the chances for finding an exact solution or to facilitate at least the search for a nearly exact solution. Since the transformation normally results in a series of terms with decreasing importance, the quality of the chosen transformation is revealed by the speed of convergence of this series, which has to be truncated to be practically applicable.
Because there exist only few publications in which the transformation concept has been used to construct power semiconductor device models, the usefulness of this concept is verified to a much lower degree as, e.g., for the concept of approximate solutions. In this context, the most important questionable issue is moving boundaries of the crucial power semiconductor device region to which the transformation has to be applied. Up to now, it has to our knowledge not been shown that the transformation concept is capable of successfully treating moving boundaries, which is most important for correctly describing the phenomena of conductivity modulation and charge storage.
Nevertheless, we expect that a wider application of the transformation concept for developing power semiconductor models is possible and may in the future be demonstrated by the research groups working with this concept. The proper application area is most likely also the design of power electronic circuits with a medium number of components.
4) Lumped Model:
Lumped models offer in our view a favorable tradeoff between calculation speed and accuracy, which emphasizes the requirements of calculation speed. The concept of lumped models has been demonstrated to be capable of modeling, at least with a moderate degree of accuracy, the important features of the basic physical phenomena, occurring especially in power semiconductor devices.
Normally, only a few parameters are necessary, which are in close relation with the electrical characteristics of the power semiconductor device. Therefore, the parameter determination is judged to be comparatively uncomplicated and straightforward.
In our opinion, lumped models are one of the new important directions of power semiconductor device modeling, which are expected to show considerable future development and which are expected to have their main strength in the simulation of power electronic circuits with a large number of components.
5) Numerical Solution:
Numerical modeling concepts incorporate the possibility to perform the tradeoff toward highest accuracy at the cost of mainly the calculation speed. In the same way, as functional models must be viewed at the border to the modeling concepts for system simulation, numerical modeling concepts are located at the border to modeling concepts for device simulation. Especially in cases, where multidimensional approaches are chosen, the application area of circuit simulation is in our view clearly left and a similar computational effort, typical for a device simulation, is spent.
However, this point of view may change in future if computer technology continues to develop toward ever increasing computational power at continuously decreasing costs. In such a case, the most efficient and rational tradeoff in developing power semiconductor models for circuit simulation may be to go to increased accuracy at the cost of the required increased computational power, which numerical solutions are able to offer in a straightforward and probably also most efficient way. Substantial progress in this direction has been achieved in recent years.
Nevertheless, it is our opinion that the computational effort with a numerical model is always higher than with one of the other discussed modeling concepts if these concepts can provide the necessary level of accuracy. On the other hand, a numerical concept has the capability to go clearly beyond the accuracy of all other known modeling concepts.
Parameter determination for numerical models is judged to be also more difficult, than in the case of other modeling concepts. The main reason for this difficulty comes from the fact that numerical modeling concepts directly implement the physical relationships and are therefore nearest to the physics of power semiconductor devices. A close orientation toward the physics requires, however, a very intimate knowledge about the power semiconductor device with respect to, e.g., used materials, doping profiles, manufacturing process, and geometries, which only the manufacturer of the power semiconductor device is able to provide with a sensible effort. Of course, the high accuracy of a numerical model becomes effective only if the parameter determination is performed carefully and precisely. In addition, modeling features, which are unique for the numerical concept, like, e.g., position dependent parameters, must be exploited systematically to achieve the superiority in accuracy for a practical case.
If the outlined difficulties of numerical models can be overcome in an effective and favorable way, applicability of numerical models to all practical cases of circuit simulation is possible and has been partly demonstrated in the past. With the anticipated substantial future increase in available computational power, a high future potential for further development toward practical use in circuit simulation is predicted for power semiconductor device models based on the numerical modeling concept. However, the main application target will in our view still be power electronic circuits with a small number of components.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The art of power semiconductor device modeling for circuit simulation is at present in a status of rapid development toward increasing professionalism and applicability for practical use.
In recent years, several research groups all over the world have explored new concepts for constructing and providing power semiconductor device models, which serve the practical needs of the power electronics engineer, to design power electronic circuits with increased efficiency.
Three modeling concepts which we termed: 1) approximated solutions; 2) lumped models; and 3) numerical solutions have emerged and have been proven successful. These modeling concepts are now competing for the leading position in providing the best value for practical applications. As has been outlined in Section V, the original fields of strength for the models, resulting from these three modeling concepts, must be attributed to different complexities of the power electronic circuits under consideration, namely: 1) medium number; 2) large number; and 3) small number of components. Whether one of the modeling concepts can be further developed to enlarge its field of strength and can be proven superior, or whether they continue to exist successfully in parallel, is not clear at the moment. It, of course, depends to a large extent on the efforts and the ingenuity of the researchers working with these modeling concepts.
However, there are also additional driving forces, which come from the area of power circuit applications, manufacturers of power semiconductor devices, and developments in separate research fields, predominantly the field of computational technologies. These driving forces may implement important boundary conditions for the future development in the field of power semiconductor device models for circuit simulation.
From the application area, which is represented by the engineers who actually design the power circuits, requirements with respect to, e.g., the degree of accuracy versus calculation speed, which must be provided by useful models for circuit simulation, should be specified. If this process of specification does not proceed in an organized and well-planned way, it will nevertheless happen, but now in a more accidental way through the habits and individual decisions of power circuit designers. Such an accidental procedure may lead to temporarily wrong developments and certainly slow down the overall future progress and the practical acceptance for already achieved improvements. Clearly, it would be most effective if the end users of power semiconductor device models for circuit simulation, could channel the ongoing efforts throughout the world in such a way that they finally serve their real needs for efficient power circuit design in the best possible way. Thus, important and useful boundary conditions for future research would be provided.
As outlined in Section IV, parameter determination is one of the remaining critical issues for power semiconductor device models, which will require increased attention in future. Especially for applying the modeling concepts, which allow a higher degree of accuracy, an intimate knowledge about the individual power device is needed. Here, the manufactures for power devices play the key role. Their willingness and ability to supply information, which is necessary for parameter determination of power semiconductor device models, will also set at least implicit boundary conditions for future developments in the state of the art. One possibility for the device manufacturer, which avoids the undesired necessity to make too much proprietary information public, is to supply high-quality circuit simulation models for his product line of power devices by himself.
Another set of important boundary conditions for future development will be given by the available computational power, which fits into the development budget of the user. In the past, the resources of available computational power in this sense have been steadily increasing. If this development continues, it will clearly favor the concepts of approximate and numerical solutions. In our opinion, the issue of available computational power will finally settle the question, which one of the competing modeling concepts is going to dominate the field of circuit simulation in future. However, a dominating role of, e.g., numerical concepts in circuit simulation, would clearly not make the other modeling concepts obsolete. It would in our opinion just mean that computational power becomes so abundant that lumped models and approximate models are able to migrate to the level of power system simulation.
In conclusion, we would like to emphasize that the current speed improvements and the abundance of possible future directions for successful development make it easy to predict that a number of surprises are going to be ahead in the field of power semiconductor device models for circuit simulation.
